KEIM SOLDALIT-ME
HIGH PERFORMANCE EXTERIOR SOL SILICATE
MINERAL PAINT

KEIM MINERAL PAINTS –
THE MINERAL DIFFERENCE
KEIM Soldalit-ME, is a variant of the KEIM Soldalit
system and continues Keim‘s tradition of innovation in
mineral paints and is a highly developed multi purpose exterior sol silicate paint system based on a
combination of silica sol and potassium silicate
binding agents.

DUAL SURFACE ADHESION & SIMPLE
APPLICATION
When applied to a bare mineral surface KEIM
Soldalit-ME penetrates the surfaces to form a
permanent chemical bond; and onto existing
conventional, film forming coatings it forms a
mechanical bond; an ideal mechanism combining two
different methods of adhesion.

KEIM Soldalit-ME offers the undisputed advantages of
a classic mineral paint with simplicity of application.
Previously painted and mineral substrates can be
painted directly, simply and reliably using the KEIM
Soldalit-ME system.

DEVELOPMENTS IN KEIM TECHNOLOGY
KEIM Mineral Paints form a permanent bond with a
mineral substrate, to create a highly resistant and
durable coating, offering the benefits of extremely
long service life, breathability, water repellence and
environmental sustainability.
KEIM Soldalit-ME
creates a lightfast and UV resistant coating which is
extremely durable, resistant to weathering and non flammable. Perfected by extensive research and
development, backed up by many years of practical
use on a variety of different buildings, KEIM SoldalitME is a modern, innovative mineral paint.

ACTIVE MOULD & FUNGAL RESISTANCE
In addition to improving air quality KEIM Soldalit-ME
offers high levels of algae and fungal resistance and
actively kills spores and surface contaminants. The
paint system contains a catalyst which, when activated
by light, degrades surface contaminants. This process
is ideal for urban environments where traffic and
pollution levels are high, but is increasingly beneficial
for any properties or areas which suffer from prolific
algae growth and fungal attack as the catalyst will
continue to work for the life of the coating.
For information about KEIM Soldalit-ME, colour
swatches, samples of application advice please
contact info@keimpaints.co.uk or call 01952
231250.
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